
The resistance
offered y the
electrolyte inside
the cell , to the flow
of current , is called
the internal
resistance of cell.
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v = Ir
Total Resistance = R+r

I = ε/(R+r)
V=IR
v=Ir



EXPRESS THE INTERNAL RESISTANCE
IN TERMS OF emf , V and R.

r = v/I
ε - V/I 
ε - V/(V/R)
(ε/V - 1) R



Surface area of electrodes
(inversely)
distance between the electrodes
(directly)
nature and concentration of the
electrolyte (inversely)
Temprature of the electrolyte
(inversely)

FACTORS AFFECTING
INTERNAL RESISTANCE



SERIES

Eq = R1+R2+R3
Rn = R1+ R2+ R3 ...........Rn



If the 3 Resistors with 7  ohm of resistance each are in
series then the equivalent resistance will be equal to ?



PARALLEL

1/R = 1/R1 + 1/R2 + 1/R3
1/R = (R1*R2*R3)/R1+R2+R3



If the 3 Resistors with 7  ohm of resistance each are in
parallel connection then the equivalent resistance will be ?



COMBINATIONCOMBINATION



If R1,R2 and R3 are 3 ohm each and
R4,R5 and R6 are 7 ohm each then the
resultant resistance of the circuit is ?





Ideally Substraction
Ideally Addition
Ideally Multiplication
Ideally Division

Inside the Cell
Electrolytes
Electrodes
NOTA

What is the equivalent resultant of
resistance in the series connection ?

Internal Resistance is the resistance
from the _________ ?



Pie
Rho
Epsilon
Delta

EMF
Terminal Voltage
Internal Resistance
NOTA

Name of the Sign through which we
represent the emf ?

Sundar Shopkeeper-Ni ne total voltage
kise btaya tha ?



Increases
Decreases

EMF
Internal Resistance
Terminal Voltagge
Voltage Drop

With the Increase in distance among
the electrodes the internal resistance ?

With the decrease in the surface area
of the electrode the  ________ decreases
?



EMF
Terminal Voltage
Voltage Drop
NOTA

Parallel
Series

EMF > TV
TV > EMF

"v" is used to represent the ?

Generally we observe the greater
resultant resistance in ?

The right relation is ?



Nope
Yup
Sochne Do

EMF
TV
VD
Internal Resistance

Can Voltage drop be smaller than 0 ?

Shape of electrode doesn't affect the ?



EMF
TV
Internal Resistance
VD

_________ is found in the electric cell with
open circuit ?



According to the law of conservation of
energy , energy can be transformed
from one form to another , but it can

neither be created nor destroyed.



ELECTRICAL ENERGY
gets converted into ?



ELECTRICAL ENERGY
gets converted into ?



ELECTRICAL ENERGY
gets converted into ?

A ____________
B_____________



ELECTRICAL ENERGY
gets converted into ?

A _______________________



ELECTRICAL ENERGY
gets converted into ?

A _______________________



ELECTRICAL ENERGY
gets converted into ?

A _______________________



Measurement of Electrical
Energy (Expression - W = VIt ) 

W = I^2Rt = V^2t/R



Measurement of Electrical
Power (Expression - W = I^2R ) 

P = V^2/R



COMMERCIAL UNITSCOMMERCIAL UNITS
W = Power * TimeW = Power * Time

Watt Second or Ws is the unit



Convert
Watt-Hour

into Joules ?



Convert
KiloWatt-Hour

into Joules ?



COST OF ELECTRICITY
Electrical Energy in kWh * cost per kWh



ε HEATINGHEATING
Effect of the Current
The amount of heat is
directly proportional to
the square of Current.
the amount of heat is
directly proportional to
resistance
H is directly proportional
to I^2Rt
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Find the Equivalent Resistance

[2014]
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Find the Equivalent Resistance

[2013]
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Find the Equivalent Resistance

[2012]
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Find the Equivalent Resistance

[2011]
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Find the Equivalent Resistance

[2010]
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The equivalent resistance of the

following circuit diagram is 4 ohm.
Calculate the value of x.

[2009]
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(i) Sketch a graph to show the change in potential
difference across the ends of an ohmic resistor and the
current flowing in it. Label the axes of your graph.
(ii) What does the slope of the graph represent ? [2008]
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Mention two factors on which the resistance of a wire depends.
[2007]
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A wire of uniform thickness with a resistance of 27 ohm is cut
into three equal pieces and they are joined in parallel. Find the
resistance of the parallel combination [2006]
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Four resistance of 2 ohm each are joined end to end , to form a
square ABCD. Calculate the equivalent resistance of the
combination between any two adjacent corners. [2006]
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A cell of emf 1.5 V and internal resistance 10 ohm are connected
to a resistor of 5 ohm with an ammeter in series .
What is the reading of the ammeter. [2004]
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A substance has nearly zero resistance at a temprature of 1K.
What is such a substance called ?

[2010]
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Which of the two A or B , represent the parallel combinations ?
Give a reason for your answer. 

[2007]
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The total resistance in the circuit
The total current flowing in the circuit

Five resistors of different resistance are connected together as
shown in the figure. A 12 V battery is connected to the
arrangement . Calculate. [2010]



Two fuse wires of the same length are rated as 5 A and 20 A.
Which of the two fuse wires is thicker and why ?
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Current passing through the conductor
Resistance of the conductor

How does the heat produced in a wire or a conductor depend
upon the  
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(i)At what voltage is the alternating current supplied to our
houses ?
(ii) How should the electric lamps in a building be connected ?
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[2003]



Calculate the quantity of heat that will be produced in a coil of
resistance 75 ohm , if a current of 2 A is passed through it for 2
min.
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Power Generating station at 11 kV

Grid Sub Station step up to 132 kV

Main Sub Station step down to 33 kV

Intermediate Sub Station step down to 11kV

City Sub station step down to 220 V

To Heavy Industries

To Light Industries

To Consumers



Power transmission
Power Transmission is done on Low Current and High
Voltage    
                                "Heat = I2Rt"

L 
N 
E 

220 V

0 V

0 V

company fuse 50 A kWh
Meter

Double pole Switch
Main Switch

ELCB

MCB



Series V/S Parallel
PARALLEL SERIES

Same potential 220 V
If one device stops
working , other remains
unaffected
Resistance decreases

Potential is Divided
If one device fails , then
all the devices fails
Resistance increases



Ring System

One Separate connection is
taken for each appliance from
the live wire of the ring.



The current from mains can reach to an individual appliance
through two separate paths , thus each appliance gets
connected to the mains effectively through a thick wire.
Each Appliance has a separate fuse
All the plugs and socket can be used of same size , but each
sokect should have its own fuse of rating suitable for the
appliances to be connected with it.
While installing a new appliance in a room a new line up to the
distribution box is not required , but it can be directly connected
to the ring circuit in that room

Advantages of Ring System



Fuse
An electric fuse is a safety
device which is used to limit the
current in an electric circuit. The
use of a fuse safeguards the
circuit and the appliances
connected in that circuit from
being damaged.



Concept
The thickness of a fuse wire depends on its
current rating. Higher the Current rating , thicker
is the fuse wire.

Fuse is made up of material of low melting point. So that it
may easily melt due to overheating when current in excess t
the prescribed limit.
A copper or aluminium wire is unsuitable for fuse wire due
to high mp
Generally alloy of lead and tin is used as the fuse wire.



Working of Fuse
When current in the circuit exceeds
the specific value (due to any
reason such as high voltage, short
circuiting , over loading etc.) the
temperature of the fuse wire rises
up to the extent that it melts.



= Total power of the appliance in the circuit

Current Rating
voltage supply

Generally,5 A , is the fuse rating observed in the
normal devices like electric bulb , television set
and refrigerator etc.



Avoids inconvenience of connecting of new fuse
wire
Much safer due to quick response.

Fuse , nowadays instead of fuse , Miniature circuit
beaker (MCB) is used for each individual circuit.
MCB falls down in approx 25 milli second

Miniature Circuit Board



A switch is an on-off device for current in
a circuit (or in an appliance). It is
connected in the live wire.
Single Pole Switch - Disconnect Live Wire
Only
Double pole Switch - Disconnect live and
Neutral wire both.

Switches



CONCEPT
A switch or a fuse in an electrical
circuit is always connected to the
live wire so that the socket or
appliance is not live when switched
off. ... This could cause the user to
get an electric shock if they
touched the inside of the
appliance.



Switch should never be touched with 
 wet hands . If water reaches the live
wire, it forms a conducting layer
between the hand and the line wire of
the switch due to which a current
passes to the hand through it and the
person may get a fatal shock

Safety Precautions



If due to the some reasons such as short circuit , an
excessive current flows through the line wires , it
will pass to earth through the earth wire if there is
local earthing , otherwise the line wires may get
over heated and it may cause a fire.

Local Earthing



 Earthing of an Appliance
When the live wire of  a faulty appliance comes in
direct contact with its metallic case due to break of
insulation after its constant use of otherwise, the
appliance acquires the high potential of the live
wire.



Plug and Socket Precautions
The hands must be completely dry.
The Plug pins should fit in the socket tightly.

Plug

Socket



360 J
36 J
3600 J
3.6

 The value of 1 Wh in joule



H – I
H – 1\I
H – I2
H –1\I2

The relational between heat produced in wire (H) And current (I)
Passing Through it is 



Safe limit of current
Safe limit of power
Safe limit of voltage
None of the above

Which of the following we can obtain from the power rating of
any electrical equipment?



Pure iron and tungsten 
Pure iron and copper 
Alloy of silver and Tin 
Alloy of lead and tin 

Fuse was is made up of which of the following 



110 V 
440 V
200 V 
220 V 

Domestic consumers get electricity at 



House wiring
Transmission lime 
Power Plant 
Only option B And C are correct 

Where ring system is used 



Live wire and earth wire 
Phase wire and earth wire 
Neutral wire and earth wire 
Neutral wire and phase wire 

Which of the following are at same potential (0 V) In a
Transmission live wires



Series 
 Parallel
Any of the series and parallel.
It is determined by the number of appliances in use.

Electrical appliances such as fan, bulb etc. are Wire generally
connected in with the main 



In series 
In parallel 
Neither series nor parallel
None of the above 

How a fuse is connect with an appliance 



Increase the voltage at the sub station
Decrease the voltage at the sub station
Decrease the voltage at the power generating station
Increase the voltage at the power generating station.

What is the primary function that Step-Down function 
 transformer does?



Both neutral and earth wires
 Live wire
Either of neutral and earth wires
Earth wire

 In which of the following wire/wires switchconnection is not
required?



1A 
3A
5A
10A

Which of the following in the rating of a fuse connected in the
lighting circuit 



Thereat of getting shock 
There is no threat 
Hand may slip form the switch 
A power cut occurs 

If you touch a switch with hand what is the potential threat to you 



Insulated casing 
Metal casing 
Superconducting casing 
Semiconducting casing 

A fuse wire must be kept in a\an ___



Live wire 
Neutral Wire 
Both a and b 
None of the above 

Switch are connected with which type of Wires?



Q-What is meant by earthing of an electrical appliance? Why is it
essential?
Ans. Earthing of an electrical appliance means thatouter metallic
case of appliance is connectedwith earth wire, which is welded to
the end of acopper rod and it is buried in the ground.It saves the
appliance during short circuiting bypassing excessive current to
earth.



Q-The current rating of a fuse is 5A". Comment on this
statement.
Ans. This statement means that the current in the circuit
should not exceed 5A. As the current in circuit will exceed
5A, the fuse will melt and thecircuit will break.



Q-Household wiring for lamp Connections caneither be done in parallel or in
series. Whichone would you prefer? Give a reason for youranswer.
 Ans. We would prefer the parallel wiring. This is done
for the following reasons
(I) In parallel wiring, each lamp can have itsindependent switch and the
disconnection
(putting off) of one of them will not affect the other lamps.
(ii) All lamps have the same potential difference (equal to that of the
mains)across the terminals and are thus able towork as per their specified rating.



Q-Draw a diagram of a three pin plug. Mark these as
L,N and E respectively. To which part of theins used for
live, neutral and earth connections pins used
appliance 1s the pin marked as E connected. Towhich
line L or N is the fuse connected?
Ans -The labelled diagram of a three pin plug is shown
alongside. The pin marked as E is connected tothe
outer metallic case of the appliance. The fuses
connected to the live line L.



Q-Draw diagram of a three pin Socket
outlet and state the connections made
to them.
Ans. A three pin socket outlet is shown
in figure alongside.
E-Earth wire
N-Neutral wire
L-Live wire.










